Barn Masters Case Study
SEO (Search Engine Optimization)
By: www.seodealers.com

Industry: General Contractor
Website: www.barnmasters.com
Issue: Client wanted to be found on the first page of search engines.
Solution: SEO Network, off page SEO, Website Content and on page SEO.
Start Date: April, 2022
Status: Live

Below are some key phrases the client wanted to be found in search engines
organically. This is the first week we went live. As you can see, nearly none of his
key phrases he chose where even registered on any search engine and the ones
that where, are buried several pages in.

Here Barn Masters is 4 weeks in. They are already ranking on fist pages for 6
key phrases. (The numbers indicate what position the key phrase is ranking on
that search engine. Example: 3 would be the 3rd search result on page one as
there are only 10 spots available on each page. 78 would be a result on page 8
of the search engine. 95% of clicks are done on the first page results.)

Current results as of 7/22/22. (10 weeks in). Barn Masters now has 21 key
phrases ranking on page one of search engines. (The Green numbers right of the
+ are how many positions that key phrase has moved up from a previous spot.)

Each one of our listings has a direct link for verification. Examples:
Google Position One for ‘Small excavation services yakima’.
https://www.google.com/search?q=small+excavation+services+yakima&start=0

‘Excavations Services Washington’
https://www.google.com/search?q=excavation+services+washington&start=0

This chart shows the ‘Google Historical SERP Data’ Search Engine Results
Page. You can see how the total keywords have increased, the traffic from
Google, and estimated value is what it would cost to pay for a cost per click
campaign. In this case, the customer only pays $799 a month and has more than
tripled his investment. (These results do not take into account phone calls,
emails, and the other search engines. This is Google data only.)

The chart below is extra added value from our SEO that has positioned Barn
Masters on page one.

The results above are proof that SEO Dealers can help our clients show up on
the first page of search engines, increase their SEO rankings, and generate more
leads.
If you are interested in finding out more, please contact sales@seodealers.com
or visit www.seodealers.com for more info. Direct link to product/service can be
found at https://seodealers.com/seo-dealers-network/

